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REpOSING THE CONSTITUTIONAL TRUST IN THE INDIAN
J UDICIARY THROUGH THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT
- Sairam Bhat

INTRODUCTION
Judiciary is one among the three organs of the State, as envisaged in the
scheme of our Constitution, and has a unique role to play in comparison ro the
executive and the legislature, which are the other two organs of the State. Under
the scheme of any Constitution, judiciary is assigned the role of acting as an
arbiter of disputes not only in respect of the disputes arising between citizens,
but also in respect of disputes arising between the state and the citizens. For
this purpose, the judges of the superior courts have been conferred with the
power and jurisdiction to review both the executive actions and the legislative
actions of the state on the touchsrone of the constitutional provisions and
relevant staturory provisions.
The Office of Chief Justice ofIndia is an important constitutional office and
the Indian judiciary has been made an independent institution I under the
Constitution. The judiciary has been assigned the role of the custodian of the
Constitution and other laws and, for that purpose, it must try to ensure and
encourage transparency and accountabiliry of public institutions. India enacted
the RTI Act in the year 2005 , so as to enable the people and the media to keep
watch over the functioning of the government institutions and its officials. For
these purposes it is expected that the judiciary will uphold and assist the citizens
in enforcing the right of the people seeking information from the government
organisations. The judiciary is a public institution , its members being paid
For more, see Zcmans, Frances Kahn , The Accountable Judge: Guardian ofJudicial
Indeptndtncr 72 S CAL L REv 625 (I999).
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from public exchequer, having accountability ro the peopl<- and responsibility
to perform the functions for which it has been created. During recent times
the Judiciary, especially in relation to the RTI Act, has been on a denial mode.
The main thrust of the paper will be to question whether o r not Judiciary, in
the name of judicial independence, is correct in denying the publi c access to
matters relating to the appointment, functioning and assets of its members.
While the law is equal for all, the judiciary seems to create an exception for
itself. When it comes to the implementation of the twin principles of the RTI
Act, 'Transparency and Accountability,' the judiciary seems to have shown
itself as the most uncomfortable of all public institutions. It seems the judiciary
is trying to misuse its independence and hide the vital info rmation abour its
members that will reveal its misdeeds and expose it to public sctutiny.' Thus,
the question remains that if people want, and can get, information from other
government institutions, then why not ftom the judiciary'
THE NEED FOR TRANSPARENCY FOR THE JUDICIARY
The architects of the Indian Constitution were conscious of the very sign ificant
and special tole assigned to the judiciary in the scheme of the Constitution. It
was envisaged as the organ for protecting the rights of the citizens guaranteed
under the Constitution. There was the recogn ition that Judges, particu larly the
judges of the superior courtS who have been given the power of judicial review
of administrative and legislative actions, should function without fear or favour
and that the judiciary should remain totally independent and fully insulated
from any external interference. 3 This has been ensured through appropriate
constitutional ptotections, among which is a definite and assured tenure of office
to every judge of the superior courtS of this country. Once a judge assumes

2

Keshri Shahi , Right to Information and judiciary (Nov 27 2009lhttp://keshrishahi.
instablogs .com/entrylr ight-to- information-and-judiciaryl Accessed on 21 /2/ 12.

3

] Bhagwari had once stated that 'Concept of independence of the Judiciary is not limited
to independence from executive pressure, it is a much wider con.:ep t .. . ... . .i t has many
dimensions. namely, fearlessness from the other power cemrcs, econom ic or political,
and freedom from prejudices acquired and nourished by the cIa'>S [0 wh ich the Judges

belong.' See S P Gupta v. President of India [1981 Supp

86

see 1987].
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office, till he leaves office on attaining the age of retirement as indicated in the
Constitution itself, he/she is insulated from any outside interference in his/
her duties. The tenure of office of a judge of the superior court can be put to a
premature end only when he/she is impeached by a resolution of the Parliament,
supported by not less than two-thirds of the combined membersh ip of each
house of Parliament, in the same session. Further, an impeachment requires
that the motion for impeachment' be based on proved misbehaviour and/or
incapacity on the part of the judge concerned.;
There is no dichoromy between the public and private life for a judge. The
conduct of a judge should be impeccable, should be one inspiring confidence
in the litigant public and the people of this country, be it in the course of his/
her judicial functioning or outside the court. Every judge of the superior court
is also a public servant and accountable to the citizens of this country like any
other public servant. They have no immunity except for acts done in 'good
faith' either under the Judicial Officer's Protection Act, 1850,6 or the Judges
[Protection) Act, 1985 7

4

Articles 124 and 218 of the Constitution deal with the removal of judges in cases of proved
misbehaviour or incapacity bur comain no provisio ns for any other form of disciplining.
The Judges (Inquiry) Act, 1968, only deah with provisions for inquiry against a judge
and his removal for proved misbehaviour or incapacity.

5

Hon'ble Justi ce D . V Shylendra Kumar, Judgts and the Right to Information Act; Who are
the judgts afaid of What are the judgts afaid o[(Aug 24, 2009) hnps: llsitcs.google.coml
SI [e/ justd vsku mat Ijudges- rt i.

6

TH E JUDICIAL OFFICERS' PROTECTION A CT, 1850, co ntains only on e section and is
aimed at providing procection to {he judicial officers acting in good faith in their judicial

ca pacity. Sec. 1 of the 1850 Act reads as under··-"Sec. 1--- Non liability to suit of officers
acting judicially, for official acts done in good faith, and of officers executing warrantS
and orders-No Judge, Magisnate, Justi ce of the Peace, Collector or other person acting
judicially shall be liable to be sued in any Civil Court for any act done or ordered to
be done by him in the discharge of his judicial duty, whether or not within th e limits
of his jurisdiction: Provided that he at the time in good faith, believed himself to have
jurisdiction to do or order the act complained of; and no officer of any Court or other
person, bound to execute the lawful warrants or orders of any such Judge, Magistrate.
Just ice of Peace, Collector or other person acting judicially shall be liable to be sued in
any Civil Court, for the execution of any warrant or order, which he would be bound to
execute, if within the jurisdiction of the person issu ing the same."

7

The Indian Parliament passed THE JUDGES (PROTECTION) ACT, 1985, to provide cecrain
more protections to Judges and Magistrates in addition to what was already available to
them under s. 3 and 4 of THE JUDIC lAL OFFICERS' PROTECTION ACT, 1850
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There is an inalienable relationship between efficacy and openness. Efficacy of our
courrs is due to the open conduct of court ptoceedings. Judges function in open
courrs and the proceedings of a COUrt can be watched by any member of the public
and is open to scrutiny. Transparency is the hallmark of our judicial system. That
is pardy the reason why the decisions of courrs are generally accepted. In such a
system, there can never be any reluctance or hesitation on th,~ part of the judges
disclose their asset particulars. There should not be. Transparency in judicial
functioning necessarily implies transparency in the matter of acquisition of assers
to

by the judges as much as in the functioning of a judge inside the court. Such a
transparency is expected ftom all other public servants holdin g high public office
in the other twO organs of the state, namely, the executive and the legislature.
When such is the case, members of the judiciary cannot plead im munity or
claim exception from being accountable to the people. On t.~e other hand, it is
imperative that the judiciary should conduct itselfin such a manner that judicial
functioning becomes more transparent and more accountable, without which
people may not indefinitely continue to retain the faith, trust and confidence
that they have reposed in the courrs and judges of our countty.
Why is access to judicial information crucial for transparency and good governance?
Oflate, in India, the Judiciaty has had its increasing share of olntroversies; the Rs
7 crore Ghaziabad provident fund scam; the impeachment proceedings against
Justice Soumitra Sen of Calcutta High Court for alleged misappropriation of
funds; the contentious issue of disclosure of judges' assets, and the row over the
move to elevate Justice P.O. Dinakaran. s All these cases have raised the issue of
judicial accountability and transparency, thus forcing the Government to moot
the idea of passing a JudicialAccountability law. In addition to promoting public
confidence in the judiciary, allowing the public to access judicIal proceedings and
records, the law would require judges to act fairly, consistendy and impartially,
and enable the public to 'judge the judge."
8

9

The Judiciary sought to protect its Judges in matters of criminal prosecution by stating in
Ravichandranlyer v. Justice A. M. Bhattacharjee (1995 (5) see 457) that prior permission

of the ell is necessary before criminal prosecution could commence on a Judge.
See Sharon Rodrick. Open justiu. The Media and Avenues ofAcce.;j to Documents on the
Court Record 29 U.N.s.WL.j 90, 93-95(2006).

88
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Access to judicial records and to information about the Judiciary is an important,
yet often overlooked, aspect of transparency and access to information. Three
categories of information are relevant to judicial transparency. The first concerns
the adjudicative work of the courts-including transcripts, documents filed with
the court [pre and post-trial], trial exhibits, recordings, settlements, opinions,
and dockets. This information may be further categorized, for example, based
on whether the proceeding is criminal or civil in nature, whether minors or
adults are involved, or whether information of a private or intimate nature is
involved. The next category is information of an administrative nature, like
court budget, personnel and human resources, contracts between the court
and third parties and organizational matters. The third and most crucial set
of information relates to information about salaries, assets and liabilities,
appointments, transfers, and disciplinary matters of Judges. 10

DISCWSURE OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
An important element of the efficient and fair administration of justice is

to have the judiciary independent from both the other areas of government
and also private influences. The growing trend towards requiring financial
disclosure by Government Officials docs help in combating corruption II and
helps improve public confidence. Anti-corruption regulations screen assets and
liabilities of public servants to detect unjustified wealth as an indicator of corrupt
behaviour. Jl While the rule of'conflict ofinterest'13 is applicable in all Offices,
it is of special significance to the Judiciary. I' Financial and business interest of
10

REPORT ON ACCESS TO JUDICIAL INFORMATION

(March 2009) Open Society Justice

Initiative.
11

See Alvaro Herrero and Gaspar Lopez. Access to Information and Transparency in the judiciary

GOVERNANCE WORlGNG PAJ'ER SERIES (World Bank Institute) 2010 P II.

12 Supra note 8 at 41.
13

First of the case ofJudicial Conflict of 1mcrest is (he Dimes v. Proprietors of Grand Junction
Canal 18523 H.L. Cas. 759 (House of Lords). The case covers the point that "Judges
must not appear to be biased or partial". Lord Co[(cnham was the judge who sat over
a previous case in which Canal company brought a case in equicy agains( a landowner;
Lord Concnham was later discovered (0 have had shares in said company.

14

For more see Diana Woodhouse, Politicians and Judges: A Conflict of Interest 40(3)
OXFORD JOURNAL PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS

423 -440 (1999),
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public officials and employees, including those of their spouses and unmarried
children, can have large ramification on judicial fairness alld proprietary. IS
When citizens can access assets details of legislature and executive, why nOt
Judges? The epoch-making decision on the point is that (If Union ofIndia v.
Assn. for Democratic Reforms, 16 wherein, after taking resume of all the previous
decisions, the Supreme Court unequivocally upheld the fundam ental right of
the VOte runder Article 19(1)(a) of the Constirution ro know the antecedents
of a candidate. The Supteme Court highlighted and declared that the 'right ro
know' l7 the antecedents, including criminal past of the candidate contesting
election for Member of Parliament or Member of Legislative Assembly, as
fundamental and basic for survival of democracy and ro maintain the puriry of
election and, in particular, ro bring transparency in the process of election.'18
A couple of years later and after the enactment of the RTI Act, as a matter of
utmost paradox, the Chief Justice of India 1g expressed ap rehension for the
safery and securiry of the judges of the superior courtS by saying that revealing
the particulars of assets of the judges and throwing open the information ro
public domain may result in harassment ro judges and, in rum, prevent the
judges from performing their duties without fear or favour. He has expressed
his fear that this may impair the independence of judges and affect their
functioning.,oIn a television interview, the Chief Justice expressed his views by
stating that "Judges do declare their assets at the time of taking oath. All their
details are with the Registrar. There is no need for the assets ro be disclosed
15

For more sec Bruce A. Green, Conflicts of Inures! in Litigation: Th( Judicial Roft 65(1)
FORDHAM LAw REVlEW71-129 (1996).

16

(2002) 5 SCC 294.

17

September 28 of every year is celebrated as 'Right to Know' [RTKJ day. Internationally,
RTK Day began on September 28,2002, in Sofia, Bulgaria at an international meeting of
access to information advocates who proposed that a day be dedicated to the pro motion of

freedom of information worldwide. The goal of RTK Day is to ra ise global awareness of
individuals' right to access government information and to promote access to information
as a fundamental human right.

18

Dr. Sm,. 5.5. Phansalkar Joshi, Right to Information-AJudicial Pmpectiv( THE PRACTICAL
LAWVER, Eastern Book Company; February 21", 20 12.

19

Hon'ble Justice K. G. Balakrishnan.
Supra note 5.

20
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before the public, as that would send a wrong message to litigants. "21 It was
also contended that the Judges of the Higher Judiciary were declaring their
assets to the CJI in a fiduciary capacity,22 and hence under the exemptions of
the RTI Act 2005, the same were not disclosable 2 3 Members of the Judiciary
differed on the stance taken by the CJI and Hon'ble J. Shylendra Kumar of the
Karnataka High Court wrote an open letter>' seeking transparency amongst
the Judges in disclosure of their assets. Many Judges then slowly moved toward
voluntarily disclosing their assets 25
The matter was first taken up through a writ petition filed at the Delhi High
Court by the Registrar General of the Supreme Court who felt aggrieved by
the Order of the Central Information Commission. A single Judge of the
Delhi High Court,'6 Hon'ble J. Ravindra Bhat, notwithstanding the enormous
pressure surrounding the case, gave the most sensible and logical verdict in
favour of transparency and accountability. Later the decision of the single
Judge was challenged, and the matter was heard by three Judges of the Delhi
High Court. The Court27 fully agreed with the conclusion of the Single Judge
and declared that the 'information' as held by the qI could not get blanket
exemption under the RTI Act and, where 'public interest outweighs protected

21

Read more: Tudges don't need to make assets public: QJ - The Times of Indiahttp: //
t i meso fi nd ia. i nd iari meso co m I i ndial Iudges~don t - need -to -rna ke-asscts- pu b Iic-CI II
articieshow/4730210.cms#ixzzOzhOBChlM. Accessed on 15 /9/l0.

22

Under s. 8(I)(e) of the RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT 2005, info rmation available to a
person in his fiduciary relationship, unless the competent authority is satisfied that the
larger public interest warrants the disclosure of such information, may exempt such
information from being disclosed.

23

S. 8(l)(j) of the
being disclosed.

RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT

2005excmpts 'pcrsonal information' from

24

Supra note 6.

25

For more on this controversy, see the Press Note Issues by the High Court ofKarnataka issued
on 13/5120 10. Of the 33 Judges on the High Court of Karnataka, nineteen Judges disclosed
their assets, six Judges did not want their assets to be disclosed in the official website of the
High Coun; some Judges also contended that such information must be kept in sealed cover,
and onc Judge refused to disclose without a lcgislative requirement to do so. For more visit
http: //karnatakajudiciaJYkar.nic.in/assets-liabilities-PRESS-NOTE. pdf

26

WP. (C) 288 /2009 .

27

Led by ChiefJustice A.P.Shah in L.P.A. No. SOl of2009 decided on 12 January 2010
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interest,' the same should be disclosed ." The matter was later posted before
the Apex court to finally decide on the issue.
In the past, the Supreme Court of India, in its own term s of its judgment"
has upheld the high moral principle that the rule of law shou ld operate
uniformly, that the Constirurion is above every one, rhat rights of cirizens
guaranteed under Article 19(1 )(a)30 of the Constirurion of India, i.e., right
of expression, should outweigh the personal difficulries and hardships that
can be pleaded by persons occupying high positions and serving as public
servants. It must be remembered that the Supreme Cour t had emphatically
ruled that no immuniry can be claimed by any person, inclu.ding one holding a
constitutional position, on the ground of any possible exposure to harassment
and consequential difficulties if the particulars of the assets held by persons in
such high public positions are revealed and made public. A, is well known, the
Right ro Information Act was enacted with the object to provide for serting our
the practical regime of right CO information for citizens" by ensuring access to
information on any given issue.
Preamble of rhe RTI Act indicates it is a tool to effectively check corruption
in our democratic system which comptises of rhree wings, namely judiciary,
legislature and bureaucracy. Iflegislature and bureaucracy a re subjected to RTI
provisions, rhen why create unnecessary controversy on including non-judicial
aspects of judicial administration under RTI Act' After a ,judges also come
from the same sociery which consists of borh honest and dishonest persons.

28

For more sec Sai ram Bhat,

RIGHT TO INFORMATION

(Eastern Book House, Guwahari)

(2012).
29

People Union for Civil Liberties v. Union of India AIR 2002 SC 2112J.

30

Under Art. 19(1)(a) of the CONSTITUTIO N OF INDIA, the Supreme' Coun in a number of
cases has held that right to free speech and expression also indudes the 'right to know.'

See Bennett Coleman v. Union ofIndia AIR 1973 SC 106; State ofU.P v. Raj Narain
AIR 1975 SC SIS; L. K. Koolwal v. State of Rajasthan AIR 1988 Raj. 2; M. C. Mehta
v. Union ofl ndia, AIR 1992 SC 382; R. Rajagopal v. Stale of Tamil Nadu AI R 1995 SC
264.
31

While the freedom of inform arion under Art 19(1 )(a) is available LO [he citi zens of lnclia,
under S. 3 of the RIGHT TO IN FORMATION ACT 2005 also, only a citizen of India can
access inform ation under this legislation .
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How can the Chief Justice of India, mentioned as 'Competent Authority,'''
escape from the purview ofRTI Act, when other concerned public-authorities
respond ro communications addressed to competent authorities like President
of India and Chief Information Commissioner?
Using RTI, a petition was filed in the Supreme Court ofindia" for file-notings"
on documents regarding resolution by all Supreme Court judges on wealthdeclaration, and the reply reveals that reason of Central Public Information
Officer (CPIO) in the Supreme Court was got apptoved by ChiefJustice ofIndia
and the Appellate Authority, also. Does Appellate Authority's endorsement on
CPIO's reply not make Competent Authority and appellate authority conAict,
thereby nullifying any tole for the first Appellate Authority)35
All the above rigid positions held by the Judges are set to change. A new law
on judicial accountability is proposed in India. '" The Judi cial Standards and
Accountability Bill 2010, requires under Sec. 4, the mandatory declaration of
assets and liabilities of Judges. Such declaration shall be available to the public
as a matter of record, and complaints can be invited from the public about
any Judge who may possess disproportionate assets. For this purpose, there
is a proposal to establish a Judicial Oversight Committee." The bill may be
introduced in Parliament soon.
32

See S. 2(e)(ii) of RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT 2005.

33

~gh{ to .Inform at ion ~ct provi~~s a right to every citizen [Q file an application to seek
information from publIC authonncs . For more see S. 6(1) of (he RIG HT TO INFORMATI ON
ACT 2005.

34

See Union ofIndia v. R S Khan 2010 [173] DLT 680. The Court held 'unless file notings
are speciall y excluded from the defi nition o[S. 2(f), there is nO[ warrant for proposirion
that the word 'information' under S. 2(f) docs not include fil e nOlings.

35

Subhash Chandra Agrawal, My Experimas on RTf and judiciary avai lable at http://cic.
gov.i n!CI CoAct ides! RTI -Iudiciary-SC-Agrawal. pdf.

36

For more sec Avijit Mani Tripathi; Acknowledging Accountability INDIAN
INSTITUTE REVIEW 196 (2010).

37

The 67th CONSTITUTIONAL (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1990, proposed the creation of a
National Judicial Commission composed of serving judges headed by the CJI for judicial

LAW

appointmems. The Bill was not passed but the Supreme Court in the case Supreme Coun
Advoca tes-on-Record Association v. Union of India (1993 (4) SCc. 441 ) mandated th e
creation of such a commission and slated that the President had to consult the serving
judiciary alone in appointing judges.
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INFORMATION ON APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES
Arrangements for appointment of judges are intimately related to the principle of
judicial independence. 38 The use of transparent and open processes contributes
to keeping judges isolated from undue external influences rnat may be exerted
by the other branches of government or ftom various interest groups. Likewise,
transparency helps in selecting candidates that meet the requirements and
qualifications in professional standing, technical experience ;tnd a commitment
to uphold democratic values and political, economic and social rights.
Histo rically, appointments of Judges have had their share of controversies
and have raised questions on whether such appointments are fair and nonarbitrary. In 1973" and in 1976,'0 the Government ofIndia, in justifying a Law
Commission recommendation," deviated from the well-esta blished convention
of appointing the sen ior-most Judge as the ChiefJustice of the Supreme Court.
After realizing this mistake, the Government, in order to avoid any suspicion of
tampering with Chief Justice's appointment, has always taken the senioriry rule
for such appointments. The question that remains is whether the same rule is
followed in appointment of Judges to the Supreme Court or High Courts, as
well? Would not the Judiciary help the cause of good gover ance, in disclosing
the much needed information about how and what criteria are followed in
making such appointments?
It has been argued that the question of selectio n and app intment of Judges
is crucial to the maintenance of independence of the judiciary. Any executive

38

Independence of the Judiciary is also recognized as a basic feature fo rming an
indestructible part of (he basic structure of the Const itution pursuant to the decisio n in

KeshavanandaBharti case, AIR 1973 SC 1461.
39

In the appointment of Hon'ble Justice A N Ray.

40
41

In the appoin tment of Hon'ble Justice Beg
1958 Law Commission criti cized the practice of appointment of the senior-most Judge
of the Supreme Court as the Chief Justice and suggested that such appointments should
take: inca consideration nO[ only (he experience of [he Judge but ;Jso his competence as

an Aclm inisrracoc.

94
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role will subvert this independence." In SC Advocates on Record case," the
Supreme Court held mat the process envisaged in Art 124(2) for appointment
of Judges emphasizes that me provision of consultation with the ChiefJustice"
would ensure that absolute discretion would not be with the executive, thus
eliminating political influence. Secondly, me primacy of the opinion of the
Chief Justice is formed collectively after taking into account the views of four
senior colleagues who are required to be consulted by him for the formation
of his opinion. Inter se seniority among Judges in their High court and their
combined seniority on all India basis should be kept in view and given due
weight while making appointments from amongst High Court Judges. The
appointment, transfer, discipline and all omer service conditions of the judiciary
is placed entirely in me hands of the judiciary; me executive is expected to make
or issue formal orders only." To mention the least, such a practice, howsoever
justified, breaches me rule of separation of power and creates a situation where
Judges appoint themselves.
With the passing of me RTI Act, while executive appointments and Legislative
elections are disclosable, should not appointment ofJudges also be made public?
A five-member bench of Supreme Court headed by the then Chief Justice
of India, Justice P. N. Bhagwati, in the matter S. P Gupta v. Union of India'·
had opined to disclose opinions of mem bers of Supreme Court collegium

42

M P Jain, IND IAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAw (6" ed.) (Lexis Nexis Butterwonhs, Nagpur) p
203.

43

AIR 1994 SC 268-Public Interest Litigation was consideted by a bench of nine Judges.
The majority judgment was delivered by Han'ble Justice J. S. Verma.
C lause (2) ofArt. 124 of the CONSTITUTION OF INDIA. intern/ia, says thac "every Judge of
the Supreme Court shall be appointed by the Prcsidem by warrant under his hand and seal
afler consultation with such of the Judges of the Supreme Court and of the High Courts

44

in the States as the President may deem necessary for the purpose and shall hold office

45

until he attains {he age of sixty-five years: Provided that in the case of appointment of a
Judge other than the Chief Justice, the Chief Justice of India shall always be consulted."
Comultative Paper on Superior judiciary, National Comm ission to Review meConstitution;
Justice Jcevan Reddy; Justice H R Khanna; http: //l awmin.nic.in/ ncrwclfinalrepott/v2bl-

illum.
46

(1981) Supp SCC 87.
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constituted for appointment, promotion and transfcr'7 of judges o f higher
courts even mu ch before RTI Act came into existence. E.ven tho ugh this
particular aspect has never been over-ruled by later judgmenL>on ap pointments
of judges, opinion of members of Supreme Court collegium are not being made
public despite the verdict by Central Information Commission" (CIC ). RTI
activist Subhash Chandra Agarwal, filed an RTI petition co the Registry of
the Supreme Court seeking details of appointment and transfer o f Judges. It
was contended before the Central Information Commission mat the material
(information) held by the CJI was kept under fiduciary relationship and should
be exempted from being made public under Section 8(I)(e) " of the RT I Act.
He opined that this case requires serious interpretation of some substantial
questions oflaw, like whemer Right ro Information Act needs to be read keeping
in mind the important constitutional principles of judicial independence?'O
The CIC ordered that the said information be made available. 51 T he order

47

On the prommion and transfer of Executive Officers see D ev D tt v. Un io n of India
{200B] 8
725 . the Supreme C oun mandated communication of no t o nly all entries
in ACR but even whether the entry of a grade in an Ae R. in compariso n to (he previous
years' entry, resulted in the lowering of the grade.

48

Central Informacion Commission is a quasi-judicial body which in 'iccond appeal decides
any denial of inform arion under the RtCHTTo INFORMATION ACT , 2005.

49

Information available to a person in his fiduciary relationship is exempted under the

50

In United Kingdom; Paragraph 3 of Schedule 7 of the DATA PROTFCTION ACT, provides
that: Personal data processed for the purposes of- (a) assessing any person's suitability

sec

RIGHT

To

IN FORMATION ACT .

2005.

for judicial office, ' " are exempt from the subject information pcmisions. The following
data are processed for the purpose of assessing a person's suitability for judicial office

and will therefore not be provided to candidates:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
51

Candidate's qualifying test scripts;
Candidate's sco res and position in the qualifying tcs t;
Notes made by Panel Members at interview or individual assess me nts o f performance at
interview;
Recordings (in cl uding audio, video or transcripts) of interviews a d rol e plays
Minutes of Scl eclion and Character Commiltee meetings;
References received in connection with candidacy for judicial appointm ents
Candidate' s pos itions on selection lists.

"The procedure of appointment of judges or any proposal for modifyi ng that procedure
should necessarily be available in the public dom ain so thac the citi z.ens know what is
transpiring amo ng the major stakeholders, in this case, lhe Government of Ind ia and the
ClI, in respect of such a vital matter as the appointment of judges [0 the High Courts
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of the CIC became highly contentious, and hence the matter of information
on appointment and transfer was posted before the Apex Court for final hearing.
As this case raises the crucial question of judicial independence. a Supreme
Court bench of Justices B. S. Reddy and S. S. Nijjar, in November 2010
hearing this matter, reserved its orders on whether the said question should be
referred to a larger bench or is to be decided by a two judge bench. 52
Interestingly, if one notes the provision of the RTI Act, 2005, one will find that
even though the Supreme Court may claim exemption of such information
because it is held in a fiduciary capaciry, can the same information be withheld
for a lifetime? RTI Act in Sec 8(3) states that while such exemptions, given that
the appointments are made in fiduciary capaciry. etc., can be claimed, the same
section in the Act ptovides that such exempted information should be available
after 20 years. This would suggest that, even when one assumes that the stance
of the Supreme Court is correct, such non-disclosure can be maintained for
only 20 years, after which they must necessarily be disclosed. Going by this
argument, should not the selection of judges which pertains to the years prior
to 1990s be made public now? On a counter argument, whether such records
or documents are available and retained for such period, or such old records
are available or not, the answer would lie in the minimum dury to maintain
such files under the Public Records Act, 1993.5'
To conclude this part, every single appointment to the Supreme Court or
a High Court is a highly significant act. This will decide the qualiry of the
justice delivered by the system. Without a fair, transparent and merit-based
appointment of Judges, governance cannot be imptoved. The same was
emphasized in the majoriry opinion in K Veeraswami case,54 wherein it was
and Supreme Coun ofInclia," Chieflnformation Commissioner Mr. Sacyanancla Mishra
said in the order.
52

See News Article titledSupreme Court's no to Information on Judges Appointments
INDIAN EXPRESS; 18.11.2010.

53

S. 3 of RIGHT To INFORMATION ACT Slales the duryofCentraJ Government in maintaining
records. Also S. 12 (2) of lhe PUBU C RECORDS ACT, 1993. states that subjecl to conditions,
any record creating agency may gram access

54

1991 (3)

to

such records in a prescribed manner.

see 655. Hon'ble Mr. K Vecraswami, the former Judge of the Madras High
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said: "A single dishonest judge not only dishonours himself and disgraces
his office, but jeopardizes the integrity of the entire judicial system ... a judge
must keep himself absolutely above suspicion, to preserve the impartiality and
independence of the judiciary and to have the public confidence thereof."
ACCESS RECORDS FROM THE JUDICIARY UNDER THE RIGHT
TO INFORMATION ACT, 2005
In the most dramatic twist in the transparency rule, the Supt<'me Court ofIndia
decided to give ptominence to its own Rules to access judicial records over the
right of the citizens to seek the same said information under RTI Act. In R S
Misra v. CPIO, Supreme Court of India,55 an application was filed under the
RTI Act, seeking inspection of certain judicial records. The Public Information
Officer [PIO] of the Supreme Court dismissed the applicant's request and asked
her to apply under Order 12 of the Supreme Court Rules , 1966, and insisted
that she also pay fee as per the Court rules and not the fee as required by the
rules under RTI Act. The Public Information Officer [PIO] maintained that
inspection of judicial records can only be done under Supreme Court Rules,
as the Rules were in existence prior to the passing of the RTI Act. If one reads
the provision of the RTI Act, the decision of the PIO is highly unreasonable.
Under Sec. 22 ,56 the RTI Act has a clear overriding power over all legislation
which may be inco nsistent with the object and the purpose of the legislation.
Sec. 22, RTI Act is a non-obstante clause, which states that ItTI Act shall have
effect notwithstanding anything inconsistent with any other law fo r the time
being in force . Despite such a clear provision, the PIO refused to give the
applicant the right to seek information under the RTI Act. Instead, the PIO
directed that the citizen apply for the said information under e Supreme COUrt
Couct was found guilty under [he Prevention of Co rruption Act. The Apex Court in a
later judgment held that a sanction from the eJI was necessary before criminal case could
be registered against a judge.

55

CICI2011-12-IO

56

S. 22 of RIGHT To INFORMATION ACT, 2005 provides the Act to have overriding effect The provisions of this Act shall have effect no twithstanding anything inconsistent
therewith contained in the OFFICIAL SECRETS ACT, 1923 (19 of 1923), and any other
law for the time being in force or in any instrument having effect by virtue of any law
other than this Act.
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Rules. It was argued by the PIO that there was no inconsistency between the
Supreme Court Rules and RTI Act, but rather, both laws allow for access to
information. Hence the PIO contended that, without inconsistency, RTI Act
cannot be given prominence over the Supreme Court Rules.
The PIO in this case admitted that the only difference between the two is
in the procedure to access information and also the fee structute to get the
information. Further, the PIO argued that RTI Act is a general law and Supreme
Court Rules are special; thus under the canons of interpretation, the general
law, though later in time, must give way to the speciallaw. s7
By this stance, if every Department/Ministry/Organization in the Government
- both State and Central - has its own rules, will not the majesry of the RTJ
Act get eroded by such rigid positions' Also, Public authorities have come into
existence prior to the RTI Act and have made their Rules prior to the RTI Act;
should then all citizens be asked to seek infotmation under those rules? Being a
country where rule of law and not rule of men operates and in a country that
has recognized a fundamental right to information," these questions need the
urgent attention of policy makers for the following reasons:
Firstly, s. 3 of the RTI Act, which is a special non-obstante legislation, states
that all citizens have a right to information, whereas the Supreme Court Rules
do not provide a general right to 'all' citizens to access the said information. s,

It is, then, an elementary Rule that an earlier Act must give place to a later, if the two
cannot be reconciled -lex posterior derogat priori - non est novum ut priores lages ad
posteriors tralzantur [Broom's Legal Maxim]. For more, read Supreme Court judgment
General Manager, Telecom v. M.Krishnan Judgment of 1-9-2009, in an appeal No.7687
of 2004.
58 Under Art. 19(1 )(a) of the CONSTITUTION OF INDIA.

57

59

The Hon'ble Apex Court in R.S. Raghunalh v. State of Karnataka [AIR 1992 SC 81 1 are
pcninem: "The general Rule [Q be followed in case of conRiCl between the two sta[Utes
is that the lancr abrogates the earlier o nc. In other words, a prior spec ial law would yield
to a later gene ral law, if either of the [wo following conditions is sat isfied:
(i) The [wo are inconsistent with each other.
(ii ) There is so me express reference in Ihe later to the earlier enactment.
If either of these two conditions is fulfilled , the later law, even though general , would
prevail. "
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Further, in the RTI Act, the information should be provided within a timeframe
of 30 days, whereas the Supreme COUrt Rules do not have such a timeframe.
There is penalty for delayed supply of information or denial of info rmation,
i.e.,Rs 250/- per day of delay to a maximum ofRs. 25,OOO/-l'er case under the
RTI Act; whereas under the Supreme Court Rules, no such accountability is
ensured on delay or denial of information. Also, denial of information under
RTI is ro be as per its provision under Sec 8 or Sec. 9; this obligates the Public
Information Officer ro justifY, or reason out, any such denials. What can be
considered to be a landmark order ro set the transparency tempo in the higher
Judiciaty is when Mr. Shailesh Gandhi, the Central Information Commissioner,
held that Right ro information is a separate, independent dnd fundamental
right, and hence the citizen should have the discretion in the exercise of his
right and may apply under the RTI Act or under the Supreme Court Rules,
whichever is felt convenient. When an application is put under RTI Act, it is
the duty of the PIO to deny the information as per that Act only, and not as
per Sup reme Court rules. Finally, the CIC concluded that ,he citizen should
be allowed ro decide what is convenient ro him.
The issues in this case raise interestingly legal questions. What is the
inconsistency between the Court Rules and Information Act; On examination
of Order 12 of Supreme Court Rules, it states that only a party to any cause
or appeal or matter shall be allowed ro search, inspect or get copies. Secondly,
the Rules state that any person who is not a party, on application sho uld show
'GOOD CAUSE' on which he/she may be allowed to search or inspect or
obtain copies on payment of a fee . It is argued here that Order 12 is directly
inconsistent with the RTI Act and, hence, is liable to be read down under Sec.
22 of the RTI Act. Secondly, the second part of Order 12 ask ing the Applicant
to show 'good cause' is also inconsistent with the RTI Act. Under s. 6(2) of the
RTI Act, a citizen need not provide any reason for seeking infiltmation. Hence,
if one is made to seek information under Supreme Court Rules , he may have
ro prove good cause and, hence, may be denied the same information though
a right ro information existS under the 2005 Act.
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This case projects the higher judiciary in India in a poor light and shows its
high-handedness in allowing access to judicial infotmation . Such instances do
not in any way help improve the image of, and confidence in , the instituti on
that plays a pivotal role in improving the governance structure in the country.
Other major issues of transparency required from the Judiciary include, for
example, how cases and work is distributed amongst the Judges. The existence
of a website must be used extensively to disseminate information about the
functioning of the Judiciary. Publishing and updating of rulings and regulations;
publishing of statistics on cases filed, resolved and pending; publishing of
the Court's agenda; Budget , salaries, background assets and income; and
finally, publishing, bidding and procurement information for contracts are
things commonly found on websites of the Judiciary.GOAlI these do not ensure
compliance with the RTI Act. Although sec. 4(1)(b) of the RTI Act, requires
the providing for proactive disclosure, the compliance with the same by the
Judiciary has been the most disappointing. The website of the Supreme Court
ofIndia and the High COUrt'S do not comply with several requirements of the
ptoactive disclosure rule, including the norms set for discharging fun ctions
of public servants. Secondly, if the Office of the Chief Justice is involved in
administrative functions, there is no disclosure of the norms for the discharge of
these administrative functions or for the officers that work in the Courts in their
administrative capaciry. Thirdly, Sec. 4(l)(d) states that transfer policy must
be expressly laid out and followed to ensure maximum transparency in such
matters. The Judiciary seems ro have forgotten these obligations completely.
Access to administrative information is another crucial aspect that is missing;
for example, how budget is allocated, how the cases in the docket are distributed
among the Judges, how administrative notices and resolutions on appointments
and promotions, procurement, dismissals, extraordinary leave and sanctions are
made, and statistics of the work of a Judge. If the Judiciary is more forthcomin g
with such information, it would only increase the faith and stature of the
institution which is there to protect the constitutional ideals and principles.

60

Worl d Bank Series; Supra note 9 at 5.
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BAlANCING THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION WITH THE RIGHTS
OF THE JUDICIARY NOT TO DISCLOSE
Often, it is quoted that 'sunlight is the best disinfectant,'6! :Ind co ntrarily it is
argued that 'roo much exposure ro sunlight may also not be good.' Hence, with
any access ro information regime, the concept of informa tion sharing must
be balanced with the interest of protecting certain categories of information,
especially of the judiciary. For example, documents of pend ing criminal cases;
cases involving minors/juveniles or cases which implicate privacy of those
concerned; personal information of Judges; information that may implicare
security concerns for the personal safety of the Judge in question ; and the like.
Thus, any system that permits information access from t e Judiciary mUSt
ensure that the process does not interfere with the independence of the Judiciaty
and does not impede the process of fair administration of justice, because an
independent judiciary"' is critical ro protecting individual rights, preserving rule
oflaw and preventing unwarranted concentration of power in the executive. 63
With regard ro privacy and security concerns, three sets of concern s must be
recognized: first, those of the honourable members of the Jud iciary; second,
those of parties ro a proceeding and finally those of others who may be affected
by the institution ofJudiciaty. International instruments such as ICC PR have
stressed the need for a balance between need for information and concerns for
protecting the information . For instance, Art. 14 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights64 attempts ro balance the interest in openness as
61

62

Mr. Shailesh Gandhi. Information Commissioner once stated that Sunlight is the best
disinfictant, and darkntJS is the friend ofthe corrupt and the criminal. [K. P. Muralidharan

Nai r v. Reserve Bank Of India CIC/SGIN20 111002841116732]
For more, see, Susan Rose-Ackerman , An independent Judicia ry and the Control of
Corruption at http:/democracy.ubc.ca/ fileadm inltemplate/ main/ ima ges/departmentsl
CSDIIconferences/Co rruptionConfRose-Ackerman .pdf.
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An example of the same happened with the Suspension of Chief Justice Hon'ble Mr.
IftikharChaudhry or Pakistan Supreme Co urt by the Country's President in 2007 and
later his reinstatem ent is a point on this matter.

64

In addition to the UDHR and the ICePR, the UN has set rorth aset of standards known
as [he 'Basic Principles on [he Independence of rheJudiciary.' Also 'The Beijing Principles
on the Independence of the Judiciary, 1997' adopted at Manila by the Chief Justices of
(he Asia Pacific Region; and 'The Bangalore Principles of Judicial Cond uct, 2002' are
rwo such documents needi ng particular mention.
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against privacy and security concerns 65 In one such instance, the US Supreme
Court in Nixon v. Warner Communications, Inc.,66 recognized the common law
right to access judicial records, but held that 'every court has supervisory power
over records and files and can deny access when it would be used for improper
purposes.' The RTI also in Sec. 8(1) exempts information from being disclosed
on the grounds of security of the State, privacy, information held in fiduciary
capacity, confidential, trade secrets, communication with foreign government,
or information that impedes the process of investigation, etc. In the case of the
Judiciary, it is here argued that any such sensitive information may follow the
rule as laid down in the Nixon case. It must be emphasized at this stage that
any such decision to exempt from disclosure of information must be based on
judicious reasoning, and not for the purposes of jealously protecting information
of their own institution that the Judges must deny such information that may
be of public interest or purpose.
The next question that arises is as to the immunity ofJudiciary from the scope
of RTI Act. There is nothing either under the Constitution or under any
statutory enactment, including the RTI Act, which exempts judiciary from
making the required administrative disclosures. However, when it comes to
judicial matters, some leverage must be given to it. For instance, if a court is
trying a case where the identity of the victim is not to be disclosed, then no
one can ask for the same or any information related to it, either during the
pendency or even on completion of the judicial proceedings.
Besides the RTI Act, there may be other statutes also under which information
may be withheld from a citizen. For instance, the report of an inquiry made
against a Judge of the High Court under the provisions of the Judges Inquiry
Act, 1968,·7 maybe withheld from the public by the ChiefJustice of India. In
Indira faising v. Registrar General Supreme Court o/India, 68 an inq uiry report was
65

Open Justice Initiative, Supra note 8 at iv.

66

435 US 589 [1978J.

67

It is an Act to regulate the procedure for the investigation and proof of (he misbehaviour
or incapacity of a Judge of (he Supreme Courr.

68

(2003) 5 see 294.
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made by the Committee to the C]I in respect of alleged involvement of sitting
judges of the High Court of Karnataka in certain incidents. The petitioner
sought the publication of the inquiry report. The Supreme Court held that it
is not appropriate for the petitioner to approach the court for relief or direction
for release of the report, for what the C]I had done is onl)" to get information
from peer Judges about those who are accused, and the report made to the CJI
by the Committee is fully confidential. The Court however opined that, in a
democratic framework, free flow of information to the citi zens is necessary for
proper function ing, particularly in matters which form part of publ ic record.
The right to information is, however, not absolute. Th,:re are several areas
where such information need not be furnished . The inquiry ordered and the
report made to the CJI , being confidential and discreet, is nly for the purpose
of his information and not for the purpose of disclosure LO any other person.
The court thus rejected the co ntention to release the said report. T he Court,
however, made it clear that if the petitioner can substantiate that any criminal
offence has been committed by any of the judges mentioned in the course of
the petition, appropriate complaint can be lodged before a competent authority
for taking action by complying with requirements oflaw.
Fi nally, a word of caution has already been issued on the over/misuse of the right
to information in all spheres of public life. The Supreme Court in C:entral Board
GfSecondary Education v. Aditya Bandopadhyaj'9 warned that indiscriminate
and impractical demands or directions under RTI Act for disclosure of all
and sundry information, untelated to transparency and accountability in the
functioning of publi c authorities and eradication of corruption, would be
counter-productive as it will adversely affect the efficiency of the administration
and result in the executive getting bogged down with the non-productive work
of collecting and furnishing information. The Court hel that 'the Act should
not be allowed to be misused or abused, to become a tool to obstruct the
national development and integration, or to destroy the peace, tranquillity and
harmony among its citizens. Nor should it be converted into a tool of oppression
or intimidarion of honest officials striving to do their duty. T he nation does
69

Civil Appeal No. 6454 of2011.
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not want a scenario where 75% of the staff of public authorities spends 75%
of their time in collecting and furnishing information to applicants, instead of
discharging their regular duties. The threat of penalties under the RTI Act and
the pressure on the authorities under the RTI Act should nOt lead to employees
of public authorities prioritising 'information furnishing' at the cost of their
normal and regular duries.'70

CONCLUSION
The Supreme Court of India has not notified any rules to operationalise the
Right to Information Act, 2005 (RTI Act), within its offices. According to
a combined reading of Section 2(e) (ii) and Section 28 of the RTI Act, the
Chief Justice ofIndia and all ChiefJustices of High Courts71 are the competent
authority empowered to notifY rules prescribing, amongst other things, the
amount of application fee and additional fce that may be collected from
information requesters. The High Court RTI Rules are clearly in excess to the
letter and Spirit of the RTI Act itself For example, the Delhi High Court RTI
Rules state in Rule 5(a) that the PIO can reject a request if it relates to the
judicial functions and duties of the court or any matter incidental or ancillary to
it. Further under Rule 5(c), any information affecting the confidentiality of any
examination conducted by DHC, including Delhi Judicial Service and Delhi
Higher Judicial Service, will not be d isclosed. The question of confidentiality
has been left to the competent authority to decide. These kinds of compulsions
to reject an information request without considering the public interest clause
is against the letter and spirit of the RTI Act.

70

See para 37 of the Judgment. Ibid.

71

See DELHI HIGH COURT [DHC] (RIGHT TO INFORMATION) RULES, August 2006. In
January 2008, DHC amended (he Rul es (0 introduce an Explanation to Section 3(a),
placing another restriction on potential requesters. Citizens arc required (Q make separate

applications for each ropic of information sought. Application and Appeal fce stands at Rs
50, while with a normal RTf Application it is Rs 10, and no fec is chargeable on Appeal.
On a critique of the DHC RTf Rules. read Prashamh Bhushan; Right to Information
and the Judiciary; Campaign for Judicial Accountability and Judicial Reform [CjAR]:
hn :1 www:u i "air forms. r I"udici - 0 oea iii I
-ri hc-( -in rmation-and-
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on 11.04.2013.
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Any debate on the reform in the Judiciary for ensuring transpa rency mUSt
be a comprehensive process of change in the management of justice delivery
systems. in the behaviour of judges and in the relationship of the Judiciary with
society." The expectation from the judiciary is indeed very high in view of the
nature of its role under the Co nstitution. The independence of the judiciary is
meant ro empower it to be the guardian of the rule oflaw. It is not merely for
its honour. but essentially to serve the public interest and to preserve the rule
of law. Judicial accountability is a facet of the independence of the judiciary
in a republican democracy. There are. therefore. recognised norms of judicial
behaviour73 expected from the judges."
There is growing reluctant of the Judiciary to practice what they otten preach
in terms of transparency and accountability through the lens of the RTI Act.
Enabling citizens to access and. in some cases. comment upon Judiciary-held
information enhances respect for the Judges. develops a ro bust judicial system.
empowers the public to participate more effecrively in the democratic processes
and engenders public trust in the Judicial Institutions. Ensuring transparency
and implementing a right to information has inevitable ad linistrative and other
cost implications; that argument is by far outweighed by the improvement in
the Governance mode of the State. In any case. there still remain gaps related
to the identification of the obstacles and barriers for the implementation of
transparency reforms in relation to the judiciary. Harmonious interpretation
of the Statute dealing with the right to privacy. right to hold information in
fiduciary capacity. breach of confidentialiry on judicial functions with the right
to information is significant for the success of the transparency movement.
Thus. RTIA-05 alone cannot ensure the success of the transparen cy movement.
Equally. other legislative. administrative and judici I Instirutions must
72
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World Bank Series. Supra note 9at 36.
For example in the Justice Bhattcharjce case [1995] 5 SCC 457. the Court held thac 'Judges

of higher echelons should not be mere mcn of clay with all the frailties and foibles, human
feelings and weak charaacr which may be found in other walks of life. They should be
men of faith with tough fibre, not susceptible to any pressure economi c o r political or
any so rt.' [Para 23 of {he judgment].
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Hon'ble J. J. S. Verma. A Set o[Hon", Mrn http·lIwwwjydicial reforms.org/6Ies/]ustice
verma lecture. pdf.
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adequately respond in reposing the Constitutional trUSt and ideals of good
governance. Hence, the need of the hour is a shift in our attitude in ensuring
that the RTI Act does not fail. RTI cannot be read in isolation, and a holistic
interpretation is the need of the hour.75
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Om Prakash, Judiciary and Right to Information ORISSA REVIEW (November, 2009)
available a[ http://orissa.gov.in/e-magazine/Orissareview/2009/ NovemberiengpdflZO-73
pdf accessed on 21.2.2012.
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